2021 RMAC Pre-Season Test
Part I
For each of the following, please choose the best answer.
1. A, 2/6, B-36. A16's legal forward pass is complete to A88 who advances to the B-6 and fumbles. B68
bats the grounded loose ball from the B-4 and the ball goes out of bounds in Team B's end zone. B96
roughs the passer. The result of the play is a:
(a) Safety, because B68’s bat is legal.
(b) Safety, because B68’s bat is illegal.
(c) Touchback, because B68’s bat is legal.
(d) Touchback, because B68’s bat is illegal.
2. Same play as the previous question. If the penalty is accepted, it will be:
(a) First and goal for Team A at the B-2.
(b) First and goal for Team A at the B-3.
(c) First and 10 for Team A at the B-21.

Part II
For each of the following, please state the team next in possession, down, distance and clock status.
3. A, 1/10, B-45. Before the snap, B92 jumps into the neutral zone, no Team A players react and B92
remains in the neutral zone at the snap. A12 takes the snap and throws a pass to A28 who is at the B-39,
where B14 contacts A28 from behind before the ball arrives. The pass is muffed by A28 and falls
incomplete.

4. A, FK, A-35. A2’s kick is very high. B11 signals for a fair catch at the B-23. As B11 is in the process of
completing the catch at the B-23, and before the ball touches the ground, A35 tackles B11 at the B-23
causing the ball to hit the ground, where it is recovered by B44 at the B-27.

5. A, 4/12, B-40. With Team B leading 17-10, and 0:50 remaining in the 4th quarter, Team A is lined up in
a scrimmage kick formation. Back A44 receives the ball from the snapper, runs to the B-29 where he is
tackled and his helmet comes off (no foul). After the play, A44 puts his helmet back on and stays in
game to play defense.

6. A, 4/15, A-35. A92's rugby style scrimmage kick goes to the B-40 where B22 catches the kick on the
run and runs to the A-15. After the kick has been caught and during B22’s run, A80 steps out of bounds
while pursuing B22 on his own at the B-45. He immediately comes back inbounds at the B-48.

7. A, 4/2, B-30. A13’s field goal attempt is wide right and is untouched by Team B beyond the neutral
zone. During kick, B24 commits a personal foul at the B-20.

8. A, 2/5, B-20. During the first possession series of the first overtime period, A11’s pass is intercepted
by B23 who then runs to the B-40 where he fumbles. A88 picks up the loose ball and runs for a
touchdown. During B23’s run, B77 blocks A53 below the waist at the B-15.

9. A, FK, A-35. A12’s kick lands at the B-20 where B17 attempts to field it but pulls his hands away as the
ball goes by. The head line judge rules the ball was touched and winds to start the clock. The ball
bounces into the end zone where prone B22 recovers it. After the ball touches the ground in the end
zone and before B22 recovers the kick, B17 hits A33 with an illegal blindside block in the end zone.

10. A, FK, A-35. A12’s kick lands at the B-20 where B17 attempts to field it but pulls his hands away as
the ball goes by. The head line judge rules the ball was not touched and does not wind to start the clock.
The ball bounces into the end zone where prone B22 recovers it. No whistle is blown when the ball
touches ground in the end zone. After the ball touches the ground in the end zone and before B22
recovers the kick, B17 hits A33 with an illegal blindside block in the end zone.

11. A, FK, A-35. B7 signals for a fair catch at the B-7. The ball is caught by B3 at the B-5. The play is blown
dead by the covering official.

12. A, FK, A35. B4 gives a valid fair catch signal. B4 muffs the ball at the B-7 and recovers the ball at the
B-10.

13. A, FK, A35. B22 gives a valid fair catch signal and catches the ball at the B-17 in the left side zone.
Which position is the ball spotted?

14. A, 1/10, B-15 with the ball on the right hash. A12 attempts a pass to A88 at the B-1 on the left hash.
B20 makes early contact with A88 and the pass falls incomplete.

15. A, 1/10, B-15 with the ball on the right hash. A12 attempts a pass to A88 at the B-4 on the left hash.
B20 makes early contact with A88 and the pass falls incomplete.

16. A, 4/20, B-40. A11 catches a pass at the B-30 where he is tackled by the facemask by B2. After the
play, A50 forcibly pulls tackler B2 off A11, throwing him to the ground.

17. A, 3/15, A-20. A4 drops back to pass, and looks towards receiver A88 who is being held by B20. A4
tucks the ball and runs to the A-23 where he is tackled.

18. A, 3/12, A-45. At the snap Team A has only 10 players on the field. Six are on the line—five are
numbered 50-79, A80 is on the end of the line, and there are four players in the backfield. A12
completes a forward pass to A80 who is tackled at the B-40.

19. A, 4/7, A-18. With Team A leading 20-13 and 1:45 remaining in the 4th quarter. Team A lines up in
punt formation. A40 muffs the snap and kicks the grounded ball from the A-6 through the back of the
end zone.

20. A, 1/10, B-33. With 1:40 remaining in the fourth quarter, A32 fumbles at the B-25. The loose ball rolls
out of bounds at the B-22.

21. A, 2/7, A-25. With Team A leading 21-19, A45 is tackled inbounds with the clock reading 1:47 in the
second quarter. The umpire calls holding behind the neutral zone on A77. The running back gains nine
yards.

22. A, 4/1, A-25. A1 gets off a poor punt. The ball hits A72 at the A-28 then bounces to the A-23 where it
is picked up by A77 and run to the A-26.

23. A, 1/10, B-25. B45 intercepts a pass at the B-2 and his momentum carries him into the end zone. B45
begins to run with the ball, and while still in the end zone B45 is tackled by his face mask causing him to
fumble the ball. The ball rolls into the field of play where A33 recovers at the A-5.

24. A, 1/10, 50. The score is tied in the fourth quarter and no time outs remain. A7 is under a rush as he
moves outside of the tackle box. As he is about to be tackled at the A-40, he throws the ball toward the

middle of the field where there are no eligible receivers. The ball lands three yards short of the neutral
zone and the game clock stops with 0:09 remaining. The referee has a flag for intentional grounding.

25. A, 1/G, B-3. A11 rolls to his right and throws the ball to airborne receiver A18. After getting a firm
grip on the ball while still airborne, A18 gets upended and comes down with his left elbow hitting the
top of the pylon before his shoulder hits the ground out of bounds with the ball above the goal line.

26. A, 4/10, A-4. A9's punt comes down and hits A24 in the back at the B-18 (no KCI). B20 picks up the
loose ball at the B-15 and carries it to the B-30 where he is hit and fumbles. A34 picks up the loose ball
and returns it for a touchdown. While the ball was loose following B20's fumble, B45 holds A56 at the B30 which prevents him from getting to the loose ball.

27. A, FK, A-35. With Team B leading 28-21 and 0:38 remaining in the fourth quarter. Kicker A9 is
standing at the A-28 and all other players are between the A-30/A-35 when the referee makes the ball
ready for play. A9 runs forward and fakes kicking the ball to the right side and then A80 kicks an onside
kick to the left side. The ball is recovered by A88 at the A-44.

28. A, 3/7, A-40. A10 is scrambling outside the tackle box and under heavy pressure. After releasing a
forward pass, B55 grabs A10 by the back of his collar and immediately pulls him to the ground at the A35. A22 catches the pass and carries it to the A-45 where he is pushed out of bounds.

29. A, 3/10, B-20. B34 intercepts a pass at the B-3 and his momentum carries him into the end zone. B34
begins to run with the ball, and while still in the end zone, he is tackled by his face mask causing him to
fumble the ball. The ball rolls into the field of play and out of bounds at the B-6.

30. A, 3/5, B-45. A3 takes the snap and tosses the ball to A24 who runs left. He is near the sideline at the
B-39 where he is hit causing him to fumble. The loose ball bounces into the air and crosses the sideline at
the B-40. It then lands out of bounds at the B-41 extended. After the play A55 pushes B79 to the ground.

31. A, 1/10, A-20. A7 completes a pass for a 20-yard gain to the A-40 and B52 pulls A83’s facemask on the
line of scrimmage before the pass.

32. A, 1/10, A-25. A1 takes the snap and hands off to A32 at the A-20. A32 rolls to the right outside the
tackle box and is at the A-18 in a passing posture looking downfield for an open receiver when B71,
rushing unabated hits him forcibly at the knee. A32 is able to maintain his balance and unable to find an
open receiver he runs to the A-45 where he is hit and fumbles the ball. The ball rolls out of bounds at
the A-40.

33. A, FK, A-35. During the kick, B21 signals for a fair catch at the B-32 and does not touch the ball during
the play. A81 is running downfield to cover the kick when he is held by B21 at the B-30. B42 catches the
ball at the B-18 and immediately takes a knee.

34. A, 3/23, A-33. A9 throws a pass to A88 who catches the pass at the B-25 and runs to the B-4 where he
fumbles the ball into and out of Team B’s end zone. B68 is flagged for hands to the face at the line of
scrimmage while the pass was in the air.

35. A, 4/8, A-48. A6 punts the ball toward B10, who gives a fair catch signal as he runs forward to catch
the ball, muffing it at the B-8 and completing the catch at the B-11. After the catch, A32 hits B10 and
knocks him to the ground.

36. A, FK, A-35. A5 drives the ball directly into the ground and it caroms into the air. As the ball is coming
down, B80 is in position to catch the kick. A22 jumps for the ball and collides with B80 as the ball arrives
at the 50. B16 picks up the loose ball at the B-45 and runs to the A-30 where he is pushed out of bounds.

37. A, 2/10, A-35. A9 is under duress and rolls right outside the tackle box. A55 is blocking B57 at the A40 when A9 throws a pass that goes out of bounds at the A-37. Clearly after the pass was thrown, but
before the pass was incomplete, B98 forcibly pushes A9 to the ground.

38. A, FK, A-35. B88 muffs the airborne kick from the end zone into the field of play. While the ball is loose
at the B-5, B55 blocks A44 below the waist from the front at the B-18. B88 recovers the ball at the B-8 and
runs out of bounds at the B-42.

39. A, 3/8, B-15. B21 intercepts the pass in the end zone. Before exiting the end zone, he is hit and fumbles
the ball into the field of play. A57 holds B55's jersey at the B-2 to prevent him from getting to the ball.
A57 then falls on the ball at the B-2.

40. A, 2/20, A-30. After all Team A players had become set for one second following the ready for play,
there were two Team A players in motion at the snap. Team A completes a pass for a touchdown. After
the play, the Team B head coach is called for unsportsmanlike conduct arguing over a previous play.

